ANNEXURE – V (1)

Mr. ANUJ SHARMA
Padmshri
Renowned Actor/Director
Producer of Chattisgarhi Films

Questions for Interview

Q.1. Do you think Aamir Khan has now become a youth icon? Regarding creating awareness on social issues & how?

In India cinema has great impact on people and society. They follow their lifestyle, dress and all. Specially youth follows our Heroes very well and their. In that way we can say yes, Aamir Khan has become now youth icon.

Q.2. Do you think Aamir Khan's work apart from films has any impact on society or people? If yes/no pls explain.

Aamir Khan has developed himself not only as an actor as well as a social activist also. People take seriously Aamir’s word and action.

Q.3. What do you think what kind of impact do Aamir Khan's movies have on society? Has his films helped to communicate a message to society in an effective manner? Pls explain.

Yes offcourse, movies of Aamir have impact on society and also helped to communicate the message in an effective manner, because every film and every actor create a hangover on people of society. Films are only medium to convey message rest is done by people or society. Films ignite the thought process.

Q.4. What is your views about issues raised & message through Satyamev Jayte?

We know all social issues but they all are in dormant state We really don’t care unless untill it happens to our known. Issues raised in
Satyamev Jayate and the solution given by and the way issue carry forward is creditable.

Q.5. Do you think that the issues raised by Aamir Khan's movies and movie of Aamir Khan are getting public acceptance in society?

In India 4 things regulates human Emotions, These are: (1) Religion (2) Cinema (3) Politics (4) Cricket. Cinema has great deep impact on people mind set. The way Aamir present his subject in movie and the kind of Image he has. Definitely his work & his movies getting public acceptance in society. His films doing 100 crores business and if so many people are watching movie atleast some message from the film they must be getting.

Q.6. Que.: Please give some views on his movies especially:

a. Lagan
b. Three Idiots
c. Tare Zamin Par

Has these movies really created any awareness among people of our society?

a. ) Lagaan: It is a period film. Lots of messages communicate by this movie and medium to communicate he has use the game of cricket which again has great impact on mental and Emotion level of our society.

b. ) 3 idiots: Message is conveyed by this film in very youthful atmosphere so it can connect to youth, students. All masalas are added in this film. It did 100 crores business it meanes people liked this movie upto this extend.

c. ) Tare Zameen Pe: It was not a easy task to make film on that subject, but he took the unusual subject for movie and add all flavor to make it worth to watch. Emotions are correct which can connect every audience. Totally it is an amazing film which potray human Emotions in an very effective manner.
Dr. HIMANSHU DWEVEDI
Editor, Haribhoomi Daily Newspaper

Questions for Interview

Q.1. Do you think Aamir Khan has now become a youth icon? Regarding creating awareness on social issues & how?

No, I don’t think Aamir Khan has become a youth icon. Yes, his Satyamev Jayate has raised a few issues but not to the extent of making him youth icon.

Q.2. Do you think Aamir Khan's work apart from films has any impact on society or people? If yes/no pls explain.

Apart from his films Aamir has not much impact on people as Shahrukh Khan because his popularity is not as much. So the impact is also less.

Q.3. What do you think what kind of impact do Aamir Khan's movies have on society? Has his films helped to communicate a message to society in an effective manner? PIs explain.

Aamir’s films have an impact on society. He chooses his films carefully. Like Lagaan was the movie which talked of perseverance, 3 idiots was a movie on the rate of passion in career, and so on.

Q.4. What is your views about issues raised & message through Satyamev Jayte?

Satyamev Jayate raised uses of social relevance but the impact is only momentary, After some time the effect is not there.

Q.5. pls give some views on his movies specially Lagaan, 3 idiot and Taare zameen par. Have these movies really created any awareness among people of our society?
Lagaan: This is a movie of the British Raj and although the movie was inspirational in the current Scenario there are no learnings from lagaan.

3 Idiots: This has a strong message of allowing youth to follow their passion in choosing their careers.

Taare Zameen Par: This movie also had a strong message on the treatment of special children by the society.

Q.6. Do you think that the issues raised by Aamir Khan’s movies and movie of Aamir khan are getting public acceptance in society?

Aamir is a known hero but his acceptance is not as much in public hence the issues raised by him do not have the impact that a Shahrukh Khan or Salman Khan film will have.
Questions for Interview

1. Que.: Do you think Aamir Khan has become a youth icon regarding creating awareness on social issues and how?
Yes, Amir Khan has become a youth icon regarding creating awareness on social issues.

2. Que.: Do you think Aamir Khan’s work apart from Films has any impact on society or people? If yes or no, please explain?
Through his successful career in Hindi films, Khan has established himself as one of the most popular and influential artist of Indian cinema. When it comes towards the contribution towards the development of Indian Society, he came up boldly to take up many boiling issues in India viz. Corruption, Child Labor, Sexual Discriminations and Harassment, Female Feticides, Domestic Violence, Untouchability, Old Age issues etc. With his charismatic presence in the media, Mr. Khan has shown a real picture of India which was hidden from the masses. He has actually stimulated the thinking of the Indian public by displaying their attitude towards the issues with real time facts and figures.
It is the awareness which actually influenced and motivated the Indian Mass to think and work towards the better tomorrow. Be the controversial Narmada Bahav Andolan or the very successful SVEEP program or ‘Satyamev Jayate’, Mr. Khan has always raised his voice against the evil in Indian Community.

3. Que.: What is your view about issues raised and messaged through ‘Satyamev Jayate’?
Social Issues as portrayed through ‘Satyamev Jayate’ was always there in India. Sometimes few people in short intervals have raised their
voices but none heard. Satyamev Jayate has selected one iconic star and philanthropist to connect to the masses of India.

4. Que.: What do you think what kind of impact do Aamir Khan’s movies have on society? Has his films helps to communicate a message to society in an effective manner?
   Very positive impact on society. His films communicates very effectively message because he picks the issue and present in such a way that people relate themselves to it.

5. Que.: Do you think that the Aamir Khans’ movies and movies of Amir Khan are getting public acceptance in society?
   Yes, the message which has been silently yet boldly sent out through the movies of Amir Khan has reached to the masses. Masses when they enter the cinema hall they know that, being a movie of Amir Khan they will get entertainment for sure but also will get something to learn and think about the life and society.

6. Que.: Please give some views on his movies especially:
   a. Lagan
   b. Three Idiots
   c. Tare Zamin Par
   Has these movies really created any awareness among people of our society?
   a. Lagan:
      Lagaan to simply sum up is the story of the victory of the human will. The story is set during the British Raj in a remote village called Champaner somewhere in UP, where the villagers are as ordinary as they can be. The never-say-die spirit of Bhuvan is actually a reflection of what Amir Khan has been with this effort.

   b. Three Idiots:
      "Whatever the problem in life is..just say to yourself 'Aal Izz Well'.. This won’t solve your problems but it will give the courage to face it."
"Chase Excellence and success will follow".. "Life is not about getting marks, grades but chasing your dreams".. These are the golden rules which 3 IDIOTS teaches everyone in a very light and entertaining way. The movie makes you laugh and in the process we get to learn many golden rules which can alter ones attitude towards the big game called life. Movie has raised a very sensitive issue of study pressure among youth which is one of the major reasons of Suicides in India among youth.

c. **Tare Zamin Par**

The film explores the life and imagination of eight-year-old school boy. Although he excels in art, his poor academic performance due to dyslexia leads his parents to send him to a boarding school and how the issue of dyslexia was identified and cured by his teacher was excellently portrayed in this film. This film actually stimulated mind set of every responsible parent. As it was acclaimed as one of the super hit of the year, this movie has also sent out a very beautiful message that, it’s not one’s fault to be dyslexic but isolating such person due to his mental illness tends degrades the social values of the society.

Yes according to me, these movies have successfully made a serious attempt to revolt the Indian Masses in various ways be it, dyslexia or pressure on youth for academic excellence.
Mr. MIRZA MASOOD
Play Writer,
Theatre personality

Questions for Interview

Q.1. Do you think Aamir Khan has now become a youth icon? Regarding creating awareness on social issues & how?
Yes, he is a youth icon. Because youth is very enthusiastic and ready to take all risks of course we are talking about in positive manner and Aamir is trying to do the same thing. He raised those issues in his films which are very difficult to portray. He is ready to take all commercial risk to convey social message to the society.

Q.2. Do you think Aamir Khan's work apart from films has any impact on society or people? If yes/no pls explain.
Aamir Khan has developed his credibility through his honest towards his work, films. Now people has trust that if Aamir is saying something it does mean something. So of course apart from films his work is also creating awareness among people of society.

Q.3. What do you think what kind of impact do Aamir Khan's movies have on society? Has his films helped to communicate a message to society in an effective manner? Pls explain.
As we all know cinema has great impact on people. So it’s a very good medium to convey message and creating awareness towards it but of course it should be conveyed in a very effective manner and this Aamir Khan through the content and picturization of his movies doing,
because he always dip content into contemporary flavor easy to understand and find connection towards it.

Q.4. What is your views about issues raised & message through Satyamev Jayate?

We have lots of social issues on which making of films are not possible. Satyamev Jayate is a platform provided by Aamir to raise those social issues which are related to our life. He is doing great job.

Q.5. Pls give some views on his movies specially Lagaan, 3 idiot and Taare zameen par. Have these movies really created any awareness among people of our society?

Lagaan – Lagaan showed how you can fight against injustice?

3 Idiots— 3 Idiots explore the dreams of youth.

Taare Zameen Par—Taare Zameen Par is a emotional film which compel to release ourselves that we are human beings.

Q.6. Do you think that the issues raised by Aamir Khan's movies and movie of Aamir Khan are getting public acceptance in society?

Offcourse he is getting public acceptance that’s why his films crossing 100 crores business and the name of movies and content of movies still remembered by people.
ANNEXURES –V (5)

Ms. Mitali Rahul Goyal
Free lancer Writer,
Mumbai

Questions for Interview

Q1 Do you think Aamir Khan has now become a youth icon? Regarding creating awareness on social issues through his films?

Aamir Khan's have experimented with movies on social issues that have been ignored, neglected and many a times never even considered as social issues. His films tickle, entertain and inspire people of various age groups thus youth Icon would be an undermining term for his contributions. I must say ';he is a crusader.';

Q2 Do you think Aamir Khan's work apart from films has any impact on society or people? if yes/no pls explain.

A good leader is heard and followed whole heatedly only when his followers admire and respect him. Aamir Khan as a benefactor of our society has proven this in many ways, other than his films. His participation in Narmada Bachao Andolan and his support to the Janlokapal Bill Movement led by Anna Hazare are a few examples.

Q3 What do you think what kind of impact do Aamir Khan's movies have on society? Have his films helped to communicate a message to society in an effective manner? pls explain.

Yes, his movies have a positive impact. For example, pressure on kids to perform well and parents deciding the career for their kids had been so far thought of as something quite common and normal in most of Indian families, but his movies have made a change in the perspective of many parents, thus society.
Q4 What is your views about issues raised & message through Satyamev Jayate?

People had been wanting to speak up their minds and hearts out. And Satyamev Jayate is offers such platform. SJ;'+s has covered many social topics till date but what I like about the show is that the social issue might hav been heard of but SJ might have a new perspective and solution also. They directly connect with the audience and bring up issues and discuss.

Q5 Do you think that the issues raised by Aamir Khan's movies & movies of Aamir Khan are getting public acceptance in society?

Keep it simple is the code word and Amir Khan does it again and again with his movies. But surprising what his movies ask us to do can be very difficult for some. Like being patient with a naughty child or taking the risk of letting our kid choose career we find not appropriate. It can be easier to decide to not and never rape but training ones mind to be patient is difficult. Yet most people have understood the th need and with time they are making the changes.

Q6 Pls give some views on his movies LAAGAN,3 IDIOT,TARE ZAMEEN PAR. Have these movies really creates any awareness among people of our society?

Of all the real blood spurting stories about India';s rebellion against Britishers I wish Lagan was not a fiction. It speaks about the unity of a small part of India, how they stand out under the leadership of one among st them and defeat the rulers in Cricket, thus reclaiming their land. 'Nothing is impossible, strength in unity, Indianness, trust, Will power, organisational skill and speaking english does not define ones intelligence all this and much more. This story is an inspiring moral movie of an Indian child.

3 Idiots - A very important movies for every individual. This movies not just entertains, it explains how despite all available resources todays youth is not being able to give out the best in himself. Child works
hard and harder to get a gud job and eventually earn a living. He chooses a career not by choice but by persuasion of his parents, or because engineering is the demand of the industry. The child may eventually land in an unsatisfying job that he hates. Raises an ignored social problem that youth face.

Tare Zameen par - We all know the story, a heart touching story about a dyslexic child. So true, the movie tells that a child’s intelligence cannot be judged by academic excellence. Every child has a unique talent and that must recognized and nurtured. Comparing and pressurizing a kid to perform like another can ruin a child’s personality but encouraging a child to excel in something that he is already good at can do wonders.

Three movies three guide books to ideal thinking.
Mr. K.K. NAYAK
Social Worker

Questions for Interview

Q.1. Do you think Aamir Khan has now become a youth icon? Regarding creating awareness on social issues & how?
Yes, Aamir Khan was and will always be a youth icon. He has the special ability to raise social issues in public through his films and TV shows.

Q.2. Do you think Aamir Khan's work apart from films has any impact on society or people? If yes/no pls explain.
His TV shows Satyamev Jayate, his regular visits to Chief Minister of State, his talking part in awareness campaigns like Narmada Bachao Andolan makes him an activist.

Q.3. What do you think what kind of impact do Aamir Khan's movies have on society? Has his films helped to communicate a message to society in an effective manner? Pls explain.
Aamir’s movies have a powerful message. Sarfarosh was a movie that showed Aamir as an upright officer. Similarly other movies too.

Q.4. What is your views about issues raised & message through Satyamev Jayate?
Satyamev Jayate is an iconic program which raises relevant social issues like Rape and Life after that which are much needed for the society.
Q.5. pls give some views on his movies specially Lagaan, 3 idiot and Taare zameen par. Have these movies really created any awareness among people of our society?

Lagaan – No message except motivation.

3 Idiots – Youthful more with message to follow your dreams.

Taare Zameen Par – Take care of your children even if they are challenged.

Q.6. Do you think that the issues raised by Aamir khan's movies and movie of Aamir Khan are getting public acceptance in society?

Aamir’s movies get accolades from public except for a few. The public image of Aamir as a reformer makes him different.
Mrs. Indira Mishra
Retd. I.A.S

Questions for Interview

Q.1. Do you think Aamir Khan has now become a youth icon? Regarding creating awareness on social issues & how?

Yes, and No, not really, ‘Youth’ itself is such a fleeting stage in life, that yesterday’s Rekha of ‘Khoobsurat’ was an idol for young girls, but Today, after “Queen” – Kangana has become an idol, Films are basically for entertainment, and not much focus is given to them for the message they give to society. For example, in 3 idiots – they have tamponed the poverty in a lower middle class family (“Bhind 12 rupaye kilo!”) and exaggerated the fact, that an operation for delivery of a woman can be performed by a trained engineer – or that a paralytic patient can be transported to a hospital on a 2 wheeler but – one just enjoys these scenes and laughs them off. There is not much social issues in Lagaan either, or in Taare zameen par – in a broad sense.

Q.2. Do you think Aamir Khan’s work apart from films has any impact on society or people? If yes/no pls explain.

I am sorry that apart from his one or two episodes of Satyamev Jayate, have not seen many, But the episodes about rash driving and many more were also appreciated by people. These are landable efforts, but when we talk of ‘People’ in general of, society we realize that society is a large and viewership by it, is small. There are several questions involved in the matter:

1. Viewership should be able to afford the T.V. and a cable connection.
2. They should have the time and leisure to see the other programmes of Aamir Khan.
3. They should have the attitude to see the programmes in their entirety.
4. They should have the capacity to analyse the various issues raised.
5. They should have a basic knowledge on the questions raises – so that they can raise issues which are vital far the subject and have not been touched upon by Aamir – for various reasons.

Because unless you have a well read and a serious person as a viewer, he will not accept what is being talked of,

Again, our society is very large, ever if we are thinking of only the Hindi speaking states – and it consists of a large section of poor labour, artisans, agriculturists, living in villages (6,40,000 of them) in remote areas, with no access to cable connection. So these programmes have a very minute impact & only in certain urban & middle class pockets.

Q.3. Have Aamir’s films helped to communicate a message to society in an effective manner? Pls explain.

Here I would like to question the basic premise made. Movies, I discuss are not material to give a message, otherwise no one would see a movie. They should be able to entertain well, That movie has a lasting value, which apart from entertaining, also adds an element of clarity, or refinement in the viewer or say, which raises a question and answers it, in a positive or negative manner.

In that respect, the import of ‘Taare’ as precise : that some children learn things in a different manner – and the family and the teaching community needs to be made aware of it, to table full advantage of the genius of such a child. If they are unaware of this fact, thy become causes for immense pain and suffering for the child and someone who is very close to him – say his mother. The song “Tujhe sab hai pata, hai na ma!” But it is difficult to sum up a message of a 3hr movie in 3 idiots, can we say that the message is :
1. Let the children choose their own field of study.
2. Worldly success, and making money by working outside India – is not the parameter of real success.
3. Science can be creatively & learnt.
4. Teachers need not be very bombastic and hypothetical, or strict discipline.
5. Many more –
   When we remember the prominent scenes from the movie – it comes out as more fun – engineering students bathing with hose pipes, or gate crashing into a marriage party and loading their plates with food, a student not doing so well in engineering, commits suicide, daughter of professor rendering yeoman service in the company of 3 idiots, one idiot feigning heart disease forces a plane to land, Similarly, the imperfect Hindi of the foreign student and particularly his mistakes of gender while speaking Hindi, add lots of fun. The fantasy sequence of Kareena in the fast musical number is also pure fun & entertainment. The three idiots sitting on 3 plastic stools with bloated bottoms are also part of that fun. So, although is very loveable that Aamir’s movies generally have same message (b but in ’Gazni’ there was none), he is pretty serious as a moer and entertainer. That there is a backdrop of authentic real life scenery, issues and characters in this movies, makes them fascinating, which is the hallmark of their success.

**Q.4. What is your views about issues raised & message through Satyamev Jayte?**

I have personally seen only the first one or two issues several months ago, and frankly I was very impressed about the research he has done, and the seriousness he has imparted to this job. The issues raised by him – such as health services and govt. expenditure thereon, and road traffic rules awareness, are very critical to the Indian society and could prevent so many deaths and miseries. If only the viewership of this programme could go up, the impact would be much more.
Q.5. pls give some views on his movies specially Lagaan, 3 idiot and Taare zameen par. Have these movies really created any awareness among people of our society?

Lagaan : This is a good fantasy(probably based on a list of history), good drama – and the issues of patriotism, perseverance, team spirit, etc. are all subservient to the passion to win the game of cricket. I do not think the produces an afford to attach any more ideals to its protagonists. There is no aim of the freedom struggle in it, either, Hence its impact on today’s society is neither intended, nor effectuated.

3 Idiots : Similarly it can be said that any direct impact of society was not intended. It is a story, well told, with a lot of gusto, good acting & extravaganza. The point made is that a clever guy can succeed anywhere. He will have friends & admirers, and people will be attracted to him, like to a magnet.

Taare Zameen Par : It is intended to enhance the understanding of the way children affected by a certain physical feature need to be taught. This film if shown widely & particularly to the teaching community can go a long way in offering a normal life and also appreciated, to the genius of the children suffering from that handicap. But, as happens to be the case nothing in our country and times is given that place of prominence. A movie such as ‘Taare Zameen Par’ also passes off as a normal event, and people take it in their stride.

Q.6. Issues raised by Aamir Khan & his messages of his movies, are getting public acceptance in society?

This question is slightly misplaced. Films of Aamir are few and far between and they are alone all, in the category of entertainment material. Hence they are seen far entertainment primarily. Then, there are all kinds of viewers young, old, woman, girls, children, teachers, journalists, doctors. Mostly the educated class is aware of the burning issues of our times. In the movie no one goes to find a permanent ‘solution’ to a problem. In ‘Satyamev Jayate’ – very few viewers are of
the variety who sit down to watch the programme (firstly most people do not have cable connection). Then they see it in snatches, and forget about the beginning by the time the end comes. This medium is like that. But the issue to be appreciated & highlighted is, that he cares for the society, and works hard for its improvement through his genius and resources.
Dr. Jawahar Sureshetty
Educationist

Questions for Interview

Q.1. Do you think Aamir Khan has now become a youth icon? Regarding creating awareness on social issues & how?
Yes, Aamir Khan is a youth icon. The youth of today are more socially aware hence identity with someone who backs these issues.

Q.2. Do you think Aamir Khan's work apart from films has any impact on society or people? If yes/no pls explain.
Aamir is known to be totally responsible actor and takes part in various awareness programmes in the country. Hence his work impacts sixiety.

Q.3. What do you think what kind of impact do Aamir Khan's movies have on society? Has his films helped to communicate a message to society in an effective manner? Pls explain.
Aamir’s film have positive impact on society. He choses his films creafully and communicates social messages through his films.

Q.4. What is your views about issues raised & message through Satyamev Jayte?
Satyamev Jayate raises some important social issues like the Khap Panchayat issue. These are reginal issues but need national attention.

Q.5. pls give some views on his movies specially Lagaan, 3 idiot and Taare zameen par. Have these movies really created any awareness among people of our society?
Lagaan: Lagaan is a British Era movie with a message of hard work to achieve goals.
3 Idiots: 3 idiots is a movie where 3 friends go through life in 3 different ways. Success and its measurement are related terms.

Taare Zameen Par: This is the story of a child who is specially abled and it requires a special teacher to get the best out of the child.

Q.6. Do you think that the issues raised by Aamir Khan's movies and movie of Aamir khan are getting public acceptance in society?

Yes, Aamir is well accepted in the society and his movies are well accepted in the public.
Mr. Syed Fazil
Social Thinker

Questions for Interview

Q.1 Do you think Aamir Khan has now become a youth icon? Regarding creating awareness on social issues?

Ans. Yes, but upto certain extent through his work and creations. There is a strata of society do consider his efforts worth a thought but least try to convert it into an action.

Q.2 Do you think Aamir Khan's work apart from films has any impact on society or people? If yes/no pls explain.

Ans. Yes, definitely it do has an impact value on people and society but unfortunately the impact is restricted upto a verbal discussion only but surely we can expect some hardcore changes taking place in the mind and actions of people in particular and society in general in the coming future.

Q.3. What do you think what kind of impact do Aamir Khan's movies have on society? Has his films helped to communicate a message to society in an effective manner? Pls explain.

Ans. Being a superstar in himself his movies do get a good hike before its release but the impact of his movies are visible only upto the duration of release. In a nutshell, no long term visible impact seen yet. Referring to my answer, there is a slight impact that to upon the limited people belonging to a strata of our society at large who were already aware of these thoughts and so supported him.
Q.4 What is your views about issues raised & message through Satyamev Jayate?

Ans. Lots of issues are covered no doubt and were society centric but yet there are issues like Education System and its pitfalls, territorialism, Unemployment & Inflations which I as a viewer, are equally troubling our Nation and needs a serious discussion upto them.

The 1st season of Satyamev Jayate was premired from 6th May, 2012 and the series of 13 episodes were floored which included very sensitive and serious topics like Female Foeticide in India in the very 1st episode followed by Child Sexual Abuse, Dowry System, Medical Malpractices, Love Marriages & Honor Killings in India, Physical Disabilities, Domestic Violence, Pesticide poisoning & Organic Farming, Alcohol Abuse, Casteism & Untouchability, Old Age, Water Crisis & Rain Water Harvesting and ended up with awareness campaign through We the People.

The 2nd season started with a bang where the 1st episode focused on the epidemic of violence against women that has gripped the nation since the horrific Delhi Gangrape incident of 16th Dec, 2012 highlighting the indifference shown towards victims and their families by police officers, who are meant to enforce justice but instead shame and ridicule them. The second episode dealt with the need for reform in India’s Police Forces. So it is an effort to recognize and appreciate, for creating awareness and an eye opener.

Q.5. Pls give some views on his movies specially Lagaan, 3 idiot and Taare zameen par. Have these movies really created any awareness among people of our society?

Ans. Lagaan: An epic sports drama film released in the year 2001. It was set in a Victorian period of India’s Colonial British Raj & reveals around the peasants from a barren village who are oppressed by high taxes imposed by their rulers wherein the villagers face the arduous task of learning an alien game and playing for a result that will change
their village’s destiny. Which no doubt focused unto the qualities of Integrity, Unity & Patriotism but movie doesn’t influence the tax evaders as they are larger in number today.

**3 idiots:** Which was released in 2009 an Indian coming-of-age comedy drama film, loosely adapted from the novel of Chetan Bhagat- Five Point Someone and the character of Rancho played by Aamir Khan as a student, was intelligent and had brilliant methods to be successful & content in life. He is shown fighting against the wrong system of teaching & was often punished for this. A factual movie depicting a typical Indian mentality where the future of a child is decided when the child is still in the mother’s lap.

**Taare Zameen Par:** Film released in 2007 exploring the life and imagination of 8 year old Ishaan. Although he excels in art, his poor academic performance leads his parents to send him to a boarding school. Whereas his new art teacher- a role played by aamir suspects that he is a Dyslexic, and helps him to overcome his disability. It focused upon a single aspect of the disability named Dyslexia, wherein I think some broader dimensions were not depicted in the film.

**Q.6. Do you think that the issues raised by Aamir Khan's movies and movie of Aamir Khan are getting public acceptance in society?**

**Ans.** As I said earlier his films based on social messages cater to the class audiences instead of mass audiences so a theoretical acceptance is seen but yet the major practical acceptance lacks beneath.